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Libra Star Fortress Modifications and Interiors

This page provides unique information about the Libra Star Fortress systems and interiors.

General Changes

Command Center

Star Fortress Command Center has been customized for its purposes.

Emergency Services

Libra has dedicated Star Army Emergency Services personnel and equipment.

Escape Pods

Libra is equipped with Star Army Escape Pod, Type 30s.
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Weapon Systems

Libra does not have Remote Aether Shock Arrays opting instead to deploy the "Guriddo" Defense System.
See Station Defenses.

Detection System

Libra uses a network of Star Army FTL Sensor Drones to give it increased range at detecting enemy
vessels.

Star Army Post Offices

Libra operates a number of Standard Star Army Post Offices. There is one in each concourse for use by
crew members of 2XF vessels docked to the fortress, and the station occupants. The main Post Office is
located in the core this is where all mail actually is shipped out of and received.

Medical Facilities

The Libra has a Star Army Standard Hospital Center in the core.

Also features Type 30 Mental Transfer and Backup Units installed to replace the older version.

Libra has six Autonomous Medical Treatment Centers one per arm located in the middle, that serve as
emergency medical facilities/triage.

Security Upgrades

Libra has the following security related upgrades:

Type 31 Lifeform Detection System installed in critical sections.
Forcefield-Nested Isolation Doors replaced standard shutters for critical areas.
Ke-O9 T.O.R.I. hardware deployed in strategic areas.

Core

SSS Facilities

Libra has the following Scientific Studies Service (SSS) facilities:

Satellite Campus (Large)
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Lisaison Offices

Training Facilities

Libra has expanded its training facilities. Five decks of the core were turned into simulators like those on
board the Henry Chen-class Training Ship.

Starship Simulators

For starships, the simulators consist of working simulations of most common Star Army of Yamatai ships
such as the Plumeria-class (2D) Medium Gunship, Yui-class Scout and Nozomi-class Scout. The simulators
typically include bridge, engineering systems as these are the most typical duty locations. When in use,
the simulators function in a realistic manner, and are capable of simulating gravity, inertia, combat
situations. Through the use of controlled Nodal System activity can create realistic battle damage,
including minor explosions.

Power Armor Simulators

The Power Army Training Facilities were upgraded but are otherwise unchanged.

Cloning Facilities

Libra is equipped with a Mass Cloning Facility, Type 30. The facility will assist in the production of soldiers
for the 2XF. This combined with the expanded training facilities allows the fortress to augment Fort
Shotou's production. This additional capability is vital to the survival of the 2XF in its remote location.

Docking Arms

Libra has six arms, which are assigned to various purposes:

View more details about Arm Alpha
View more details about Arm Bravo
View more details about Arm Charlie
View more details about Arm Delta
View more details about Arm Echo
View more details about Arm Foxtrot

Common Aspects

Each arm contains two concourse levels (upper and lower) with 20 docking stations on each side of each
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and one dock at the end (usually for the largest ships) for a total of 42 docking stations per arm and 252
per star fortress. Docking stations are evenly spaced at 250m intervals.
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